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Covid-19 Fells a Tireless, Resolute Advocate for
Rights of Those Confined at MSOP-Moose Lake.

by Cyrus Gladden
On January 1, 2021, David Jannetta passed
away after a tough, longer-than-usual bout
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soldier: resolutely and with every ounce of his
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being - just like he fought injustice and
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those in similar facilities elsewhere.
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Family Council here in MSOP-Moose Lake as
its chief for years, and most recently served
as a leading co-plaintiff, together with myself,
in this facility in the ongoing litigation pressing
our right to the federal minimum wage.
In the current quasi-quarantine in place in
the facility, it is difficult to get all of the facts
about this human dynamo of advocacy. However, I am also dimly aware of other litigation
which David was helrning or taking part in
directing or preparing for future filing. For
good reason, I often joked with him that he

was the Energizer Rabbit of rights advocacy
at MSOP-ML.
For both reasons of friendship and respect
for his many selfless activities, he already is,
and will be sorely missed. He left big boots
to fill. May he be an inspiration to all, both
here and wherever advocacy for the oppressed is in great need.
Farewell, David. Our thoughts and wishes
go with you. May your reward in the Great
Beyond be fittingly great!
********

Virginia Legislators Propose Ending SOCC.

Bill Would Release All, Expunge Commitment Records, and Ban Such
Commitment in the Future.

other crime, the former offender should be es, the percentage of those who later did
by Cyrus Gladden
sexually reoffend turned out at most to be
permitted to go home.
January 16, 2021. A bill now in the Virginia Despite original claims that such commitment only the identical, very small percentage of
9; ANoryRntearated but
legislature, if passed, will repeal that state's laws were necessitated by supposedly high those who had never been selected for atflourisllino Lone-Time
Oeslster Tells Us: What
sex offender civil commitment (SOCC') law.
rates of re-offense by those with a past sex tempted commitment, and simply left prison
Made MY Treatment
The effect of this repealer bill is sweeping: It offense, later statistics proved that this simply at the end of their terms for sex crimes. In
Successful.
would free all those currently confined or is not true. Recidivism rates by those even other words, SOCC had not actually identi10. Going Vital: News You Can 9-10
restrained under conditional release pursuant
Use:
with more than one fied people who were any more likely to
to such commitment in Virginia and would
past sex offense turned reoffend than any other persons with histoCominE Soon:
remove all labels applied to them due to such
out to be the lowest in ries of past sexual offendinq. All of that
I Banishment by a Thousand Laws commitment. Further, it would remove the
pretentious prediction effort had simply fallen
fact for all crimes.
I Looking at the Good Lives Model. legal basis for committing any individuals in
The need for such a on its face.
I Remorse Bias -. What's THAT? the future on the grounds relied upon for such
I
commitment law has As to the 483 released from Virginia's
Being Chipped Means Never
commitments, making it impossible to commit
Having to Say You're Free.
always been subject to commitment facility, it would have been
' Risk Assessment— Categorical anyone simply for fears of future sexual recidistrong question. This impossible for any judge or commitment
Report Format Yields Distortion vism without an actual mental illness, as other
questioning is strongly fueled by the observa- official to determine which two would later
I SAPROF's Inaccuracy
tion that, of 483 individuals with past sex reoffend, or even if any of the 483 would do'
'( Diagnostic Iinreliabflity. Surprise! commitments rest upon.
The bill's sponsor ("patron' in Virginia legis- offenses released from the Virginia commit- so. This total failure of a claimed ability to
Alan Frances Sounds Off.
IScience or Myth in SCOTUS
lative language) is Joseph Morrissey, a state ment confinement facility in that program, only predict those with 'hiqh likelihood' of sexual
Briefing: Informing or Lying?
senator. Its "co-patron" is Patrick Hare, the two subsequently sexually reoffended. This is re-offense blew a qapinq hole in the rationale
I
Is Null Just a Hypothesis or a Fact
chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, a recidivism rate of only 2/5ft of 1%.
for the law.
as to SO Treatment?
I
which will have to approve the bill if it is to In a few of the states having such SOCC Further, the cumulative claim that the entire
Ignorance, Animus, Political
Pressure & Gaming Dictate SO reach floor debate in the state senate. Morris- laws, studies have been done to challenge group of offenders selected for such commitPolicy, in Opposition to Science soy complained of SOCC, 'It's as archaic and
claims by prosecutors and their hired-gun ment had a high likelihood as a orcup of
I
SO Residence Restrictions &
as Neanderthal a process as I can imagine.' "experts" that those being petitioned for such such re-offense was also demolished by the
Registration Convolutions
I A Little History Yields Dela Vu
There has been no press release about the commitment were 'highly likely' to reoffend. fact that 481 out of those 463 individuals
I
Othering and Resistance. Huh?
I
'New' SORN Laws Are Punitive bill, However, the Associated Press released These studies focused on those whom the released did not reoffend. It is clear that this
I The Latest on Anti-SO Vigilantism an article Tuesday for immediate publication. court did not commit, or— like in Virginia, were nearly certain app-re-offense by those
I
claimed to be "the worst of the worst" disBeware the Deeptake
Galen Baughman, an anti-commitment advo- released from commitment.
I Janus Speaks Out on the Preven- cate in Virginia and founder of the nationwide These individuals studied were among those impressed Virginia legislators and caused
tive State Threat
Just Future Project opposing such misuse of alleged to be 'the worst of the worst' of former them to believe that they had been sold a bill
111th vs 8th: Profl Judgment or
Conscience Shocking
civil commitment as simply supplemental offenders. In each commitment trial, ominous- of goods at great cost to the state .- and at
V' COMPAS Illustrates Guessing at
imprisonment, notes that this is the first time sounding testimony was presented by sup- tragic cost to the lives of ox-offenders who,
Risk
posed 'experts" seizing upon specific facts having served their punishment, simply tried
I
Dunkelfeld Project Flops - It Had any state having a sex-offender commitment dredged from the past of each of these peti- to return home to rebuild their lives. Now, if
law
has
formally
proposed
repealing
its
law
to Happen
I Schrodinger Redux: If You Look, permitting such commitments. Galen believes tioned individuals. These "experts' used such this bill passes, perhaps they will at last get
If CP- What DoatThey Do?
that, whether on this attempt or a little later, facts to subject each individual to supposed to do so.
I Legislators' Ignorance, Mimes, passage of a bill for such repeal is inevitable. "Prediction tables" claiming to spit out precise And with any luck and even a modicum of
and Pandering to Fear & Hate
Most Virginia state legislators agree that percentages of highly probable sexual re- enlightenment by example, this repeal effort
Make SO Registry Laws Insane
will start a trend in each of the other states
everything
about SOCC is horrifying and offense.
' And it just keeps coming!
Yet
after
those
commitment
petitions
were
with SOCC systems.
wrongheaded - hence the total nature of this
Feedback? News? Write!
en ** ** * a
proposed repeal. Similar sentiments are dismissed (or in some cases, the former of71,11 Kditor \dd rco'fender
was
instead
placed
on
something
growing in legislatures of other states. VirginEx:,ctiv& 1
l'l' NY) :
ia legislators are in most agreement about a resembling criminal probation), only a very
Cyrus P. Gladden II
key foundational principle: At the end of a small sliver amonq that cadre of those peti1111 Highway 73
prison term for a sex crime, just like every tioned for commitment later went on to commit
Moose Lake, MN 55761-9452
any sex crimes. In fact, in each of these stud2
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longer significantly different among ofGregory DeClue & Amanda Rice,
fenders who had initially been classified
"Florida's Released 'Sexually Violent
(on the basis of Static-99R scores) as low
Predators' Are Not 'High Risk'," 8 Open
-, medium-, or high-risk.
Editors Note: As a perfect segue from Access Journal of Forensic Psychology
In analyzing the data set compiled in
the article just above, we offer a classic 22-51 (2016)
example of deliberate exaggeration of Abstract: "For 14 years, Florida Statutes compliance with Florida Statute 394.931,
enormous proportion used to fuel the required a long-term study of the efficacy we address the following seven questions
public scare machine forming a large of Florida's Sexually Violent Predator with regard to Florida's released 'SVPs':
Data collection Question 1: Have most of Florida's repart of hater propaganda. As you will Program (SVPP).
see, NCMEC, which bills itself as a child- stopped in 2013 and the law was leased 'SVPs' been detected as having
rescue entity, uses such scare tactics changed so that no further study was engaged in new acts of sexual violence
based on pure fictional hysteria. Why do authorized. Florida's released "Sexually following their release?
they do it? Is it just pure hate, or perhaps Violent Predators" have not been detect- Question 2: Did the Static-99R provide
insanity, or are they desperate to justify ed to sexually re-offend at rates hiqher more accurate risk estimates than the
the insanely huge annual grant they get than randomly selected sex offenders, Static-99 for Florida's released SVPs"?
from the federal government? - Oh, The Static-99R was more accurate than Question 3: Which www.static99.or.q
would that be corruption and graft at the Static-99, but it had a smaller effect comparison group leads to the most
size than in the development samples. accurate risk prediction for Florida's
work? You decide....
All of the www.static99.orq comparison released 'SVPs'?
groups over-predict detected sexual Question 4: Would adjustment to, or
Michael Fort/no, Ph.D., Sex Panic: The recidivism for these people. We illustrate overrides of the Static-991R risk prediction
War on Sex Offenders, Public Enemy how to check the accuracy of individual be likely to increase the accuracy of risk
Number One,' 13(6) NARSOL - the -SVP-evaluators'risk-predictions. Flori- predictions regarding Florida's 'SVPs'?'Digest pp. 64 (Dec/Jan, 2020-21)
da's complete 14-year efficacy study Question 5: How could SVPP and FloriText excerpts:
does not show that civil commitment da's evaluators use these findings?
The National Center for Missing and reduces detected sexual recidivism.
Question 6: How can these data be used
Exploited Children (NCMEC) ... produces
to assess the accuracy of an individual
Text excerpts:
some of the most shocking and outrap. 23: "As of February 28, 2013, SVPP, Florida SVP evaluator's risk prediction?
geous statistics - one report suggesting
which is within Florida's Department of Question 7: Does available evidence
more than 750,000 missing children are Children and Family Services, reviewed show that civil commitment reduces
listed as possible abductions every year 46,286 files regarding sex offenders who sexual recidivism by Florida's released
in the United States.
had been identified as nearing the end of 'SVPs'?
If this number was accurate, it would
their confinement. SVPP made a formal, p. 25: For each of the 761 men in this
suggest that Amber Alerts would be written finding for 1,567 of those men, data set, Florida's SVPP had made a
blaring on street corners across the
stating that each met criteria to be con- formal, written finding such as 'Mr. X
country, and every broadcast news chan- sidered a sexually violent predator. DOES MEET criteria to be considered a
nel would be dominated by reports of Prosecutors filed petitions for civil comsexually violent
hundreds of neighborhood children
predator.' Subsemitment for most of those men and, at the
snatched in broad daylight from parks time of cessation of data collection, judgquently, each of
and malls.
es had ruled on 1,482 cases. More than
those men was
In his blockbuster book, Sex Panic and half (761) of those men were released
from
released
the Punitive State, Roger N. Lancaster from confinement prior to cessation of
custody,
and
uncovers the fact that the actual number
data collection.
SVPP compiled
of real-life, 'stranger-danger' abductions
At that same time, 666 other men dedetected-sexualacross the nation falls below 150 per
clared by SVPP to be 'SVPs' were con- recidivism data for all 761 men. The data
year, a far cry from 750,000.
fined at the Florida Civil Commitment set contained Static-99 scores for 572
This inflated NCMEC data, it turns out,
Center (FCCC), 570 of whom had been offenders who had been scored on the
includes every call made to law enforce- civilly committed and 94 of whom were Static-99 at least one time, and somement by a worried parent when a child
awaiting civil-commitment trials. In this times were scored as many as three
stays over at a friend's house without
article, we use 'SVP' in quotes to refer to times. There were 497 men who had
notice, or a non-custodial parent fails to
men-declared by SVPP to meet criteria received scores on the 8tatic99 on -two
return a child by 5:00 pm Sunday.
for civil commitment, and SVP without different occasions during the time that
Like many other agencies, NCMEC
quotes to refer to men who were civilly SVPP collected data. The one-way
exploits a mission of fanning the flames
committed by courts as sexually violent absolute-agreement single-evaluator ICC
of fear and civil unrest.'
predators.
is .75, 95% Cl [71, .79].
pp. 23-24: How long of a follow-up period From the overall sample of 761 men, we
needed for sexual-recidivism studies identified a 'Fixed 5-Year Sample' of 441
FL Released "SVP"s isbased
on static factors that were discerni- men, and a 'Fixed 10-Year Sample' of
Are Not High Risk - ble at the time of release from confine- 191 men, who had been released for at
ment? A recent survival analysis of the least 5 years or at least 10 years, respecWhat a Surprise! enduring risk for sexual recidivism among tively, when data collection ceased.
sexual offenders over a 20-year From the Fixed 5-Year Sample, 303 men
(No One Is High Risk 7,740
follow-up period reveals that 10 years had been scored on the Static-99/99R at
following release is the longest meaning- least once; therefore, these men are
Anywhere.)
ful time period for such studies (Hanson, included in analyses examining StaticEditor's Note: Perhaps Virginia was Harris, Helmus, & Thornton, 2014). On 99/99R predictive validity. For men with
following the general hysteria when it average, the sexual recidivism risk for Static-99 scores only, we derived Staticenacted its SOCC law so long ago. But high-risk offenders was cut in half for 99R scores using offender ages and
eventually the truth will Out. Have a each five years that they remained of- evaluation dates included in the data set.
heaping dose right here:
fense-free in the community. Ten years p. 26: We compared the detected sexual
after release from confinement, the de- recidivism rates among these 'SVPs' to a
tected-sexual-recidivism rates were no group of randomly selected sex offenders
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released from Florida's prison from 1990
through 2004 (Zgoba at al., 2015).
We calculated detected sexual recidivism rates for men released at different
ages, in blocks of 10 years.
pp. 27-28: Patti
In this part we address three questions
regarding the use of the Static-99 and
Static-99R in SVP evaluations in Florida.
Question 1. Have most of Florida's
released 'SVPs' been detected as having
enciaqed in new acts of sexual violence
following their release?
If most of these released men were
detected to sexually recidivate, then
SVPP would have the bittersweet experience of being able to say, 'We told you
so,' But if most of these men have not
been detected to sexually recidivate,
then most of the men have not been
found to be such dangerous sexual
predators after all. We also consider
whether Florida's released SVPs' have
been found to recidivate at any greater
rate than randomly selected sex offenders released from Florida's prisons. If
SVPP successfully identifies men who
are likely to sexually recidivate if not
confined, then their sexual recidivism
rate should be greater than that of randomly selected sex offenders.
Previous studies, including those that
led to the Static-99R revision (Hanson et
al. 2015), have found that detectedsexual-recidivism declines with age. We
checked to see whether that holds true
for Florida's released 'SVPs'.
Results.
Regarding the overall sample of 761
men, the average age at release was
45.7 years (SD=12.39), and they had
been released for an average of 6.45
years (SD=3.91). Seventy-four (9.72%)
of those men were detected to sexually
recidivate. [However, see Table 2, page
folowing; this includes unconvicted
charges and "sexually motivated" misdemeanors.)
pp. 28-29: Over 90% of these men are
not detected to sexually recidivate within
5-years-after. their release., and-after- th-atthey are no more dangerous than randomly selected sex offenders.
We found lower . detected-sexualrecidivism rates for men released at
older ages. In particular, of the 96 men
released at age 60 or over, 1 had a new
sex-offense or sexually motivated
charge, and 0 had a new sex offense or
sexually motivated conviction. See
Tables 2 and 3. (In Tables 2 and 3, the
Felony Charge and Misdemeanor
Charge columns consist of men who had
a new sexually motivated charge, but not
a conviction. Men who had a sexually
motivated conviction are not included in
the Felony Charge and Misdemeanor
Charge columns.
p. 30: Results.
Within the overall sample, SVPP had
STATIC scores for 572 people (75.15%
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)
of the overall sample). Fifty-six (9.79%) of
them had been detected as sexual recidivists. The Static-99 demonstrated poor
predictive validity in this sample (AUC
=56, 95% Cl [.48, .64].The mean Static99 score was higher among recidivists
than among non-recidivists, but only
slightly (d = .17). The Static-9911 performed slightly better than the Static-99 in
the prediction of sexual recidivism (AUG
=.61,95% Cl [.53-691.
Resulti were similar in SVPP's Fixed 5Year Sample. SVPP had STATIC scores
for 303 men (68.71% of the Fixed 5-Year
Sample). Twenty-eight (9.24% were
detected as sexual recidivists. For the
Static-99, AUC is .59, 95% Cl [.47, .70].
The mean Static-99 score was higher
among recidivists than among nonrecidivists, but only slightly (d = .24).
Again, the Static-99R performed slightly
better than the Static-99 in the prediction
of sexual recidivism (AUC = .62, 95% Cl
[.51, .73]). The difference between Static
-99R means for recidivists and nonrecidivists also demonstrated a slightly
stronger effect (d = .37). The effect size
for the Static-99R in this field study is
similar to that in the recent Texas field
study by BoGcaccini et al. (2009).
[Tables 4 through 7 compare the number of actual recidivists in this study

group among SVPP releases aganst
predictions implied from the Static-99R
scores.]
p. 37: Summing the numbers in Column
7 of Table 7 shows that, if the 2015
[Static-99R] Routine/Complete comparison group were used to predict sexual
recidivism in a sample with a frequency
distribution such as this, 56,455 men
would be predicted to be detected sexual
recidivists. That is approximately twice
as many men as the 28 men in SVPP's
sample who were actually detected to
sexually recidivate. Table 8 summarizes
the findings from Tables 6 and 7, and
shows the percent overprediction for
each of the 2009 and 2015 comparison
groups from www.static99.orq. Use of
any of the comparison qroups at
www.static99.orq over-predicts sexual
recidivism amona Florida's released
'SVPs.' Use of the 2009 Routine comparison group would lead to less overprediction (and greater accuracy) than use of
any other www.static99.orq comparison
group. [See Bolded figure I Table 8,
below - Meaninq that Static-99R, tar
from beinq a predictive improvement as
to people with elevated score distributions, has become a wildly inflated prediction of future recidivism for those with
hi.qher scores. It was those massive
over-estimates of recidivism probability
that, in lame part, were responsible for
SOCC commitments everywhere. Law-
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suits, anyone'?]
p. 38: Florida's SVP evaluators have
generally considered risk factors outside
of the Static-99R and have tended to
estimate that the evaluated persons are
more likely to sexually recidivate than
would be expected on the basis of the
actuarial instrument, especially for the
men who were identified by SVPP as
meeting criteria for civil commitment
(Carr et al, 2013; Montaldi, 2015). Such
case-by-case adjustments or overrides
would only be expected to increase
accuracy if the number of detected sexual recidivists among Florida's released
'SVPs' exceeds the number that would
be predicted when using the
www.static99.orq comparison groups.

a pariicu/ai; ol' the .96 inca
re/cased al a,ge 60 or ove,; 1
had a ncr-v scx-olk'iise 01' sciva/Jy inc/i r-Icd c/ian/c, ;indO had a
new sex olfense or svua/Iy motivated ccii r'iciion.
Results and Discussion:
As described above, use of any of the
www.static99.orq comparison groups
would lead to over-prediction of detected
sexual recidivism for Florida's released
'SVP If Florida SVP evaluators were to
routinely or frequently arrive at final risk
predictions that exceed the risk associated with the person's Static-99R score,
that would lead to an even greater overprediction of detected sexual recidivism
for these people, and a decrease in the
overall accuracy of SVP risk assessments in Florida.
p. 40. ... [l]f one predicted that 0 persons
would be detected to sexually reoffend
within 5 years, overall accuracy would be
91%.
p. 45' ...mhe available evidence does
not show that involuntary, indefinite
3

35090)

- .,

100%

confinement for lonq-term control, care,
and treatment of SVPs reduces detected
sexual recidivism. These results actually
trend in the opposite direction.
General Discussion
- [A]vailable evidence does not show:
that as a group, these people really meet
statutory criteria for being likely to engage in new acts of sexual violence if not
confined. Over 90% of these men are
not detected to sexually recidivate within
5 years after their release, and by 10 1
years after release their detected-sexualrecidivism rate is no greater than that of
randomly selected sex offenders.
p. 46: In addressing whether civilly
committing a person reduces risk for
engaging in new acts of sexual violence,
we relied on available evidence regarding detected sexual recidivism and we
used a low bar: Does available evidence
show that civil commitment benefits
(reduces risk) for at least 1 in 28 persons
who are involuntarily detained? Despite
14 years of statutorily mandated proqram
evaluation, the answer is no. Available I
evidence does not show that civil commitment reduces people's risk to commit
future acts of sexual violence at all.6"
Matchinq Note:
6 More data are needed to determine
whether Florida's civil commitment
process increases, decreases, or has
no effect on detected sexual recidivism. Most helpful in this regard
would be an updated account of the
detected-sexual-recidivism rates of
persons who were not committed and
especially persons who were committed, treated, and then released following a judicial finding that they no
longer met commitment criteria. 1 1
Resumption of the efficacy study
could yield meaningful results quickly.
At the time data collection was halted,
SVPP's data set contained only 24
(Continued on page 4)

few years after release (Hanson at al. Milloy, C. (2007). Six-year follow-up of
2014). Risk diminishes among those 135 released sex offenders recommendremaining in the community offense free, ed for commitment under Washington's
committed-treated-and-released pereven for initially high-risk individuals. sexually violent predator law, where no
Sons who had been at risk for at least
Following 2005 Wisconsin Act 431, virtual- petition was filed (Document No. 07-065 years, but there were already 104
ly all SVPs in Wisconsin are subject to 1101). Washington State Institute for
persons who had been committedlifetime registration and GPS monitoring, Public Policy. http;llwww.wsipp.wa.gov/
treated-and-released. Furthermore,
and yet no sexual offenses were detected ReportFile/985.
• as of February 2016 there were 176
beyond a year and a half of their releases.
See:
persons.
such
GPS was not captured as a type of conhtlp:/fedr.stato.fl.us/Content. resourcestraint in the current study, but the timing
demand/criminal
of sexual offenses suggests the enduring
justice/reports/sexu ally- violentnature of such restrictions may be unnecpredators/svppflowchart.pdf. If and
essary."
when data collection is resumed,
[Note; Figure 1 in this article shows a
periodic updates ...would eventually
chart of the first three years of the sample
yield valuable information regarding
for those with discharges from commitwhether civil commitment in Florida
ment, while Figure 2 does the same as to
appears to increase, decrease, or
dismissed commitment case in the samhave no discernible effect on a perple. It should be observed that Figure 1
son's likelihood to become a detected
shows that one of the two claimed offenssexual recidivist.
es resulted in detention for only three Desistance without
References:
months, and the other one for less than
Boccaccini, M.-T. at al. (2009).- Held
Reintegration
one month. While the authors do not
validity of the Static-99 and MnSOSTexplain this, it appears that each of these
R among sex offenders evaluated for
Ambrosiak, Gina at al., "Are Civilly De"offenses" were merely arrests, not convic- Editor's Note: The subject of desistance
civil commitment as Sexually Violent
tained and Committed Sexually Violent
tions, with the charge dismissed, This has been raised in this newsletter before.
Predators. Psychology, Public Policy,
Persons Released After Age 60 Low
leaves only one sex offense committed by The current article, however, approaches
and Law, 15, 278-314,
Risk?," -Criminal Justice and Behavior a member of the "discharged" sample desistance from the perspective of social
Carr, C. at at. (2013). Review of Florida's
(2020)
(whose resulting detention continued at reintegration with a community in which
Sexually Violent Predator Program
Abstract excerpts: "Older age is a well- least through the balance of the three year an ex-offender seeks to settle.
Office, Sept. 23, 2013, Accessed Feb.
established protective factor against period depicted, after an offense date Indicia such as marriage or estalishing
from:
2016
16,
sexual recidivism. However, research on depicted as having occurred around the 9- another form of intimate relationship, and
http:/Imedia.cmgdiqital.com/shared/ne
the effects of aging in individuals consid- month mark after release from commit- also obtaining and maintaining stable
ws/documents/201,3/09/23/09.23 SVP
ered for civil commitment as sexually ment. In Figure 4, the sole reoffender is
employment have traditionally been
P Report.pdf,
violent persons (SVPs) is limited. The shown to have been detained from a time regarded as indicators of successful
Hanson, R. K, Harris, A.J.R., I-f olmus, L.,
current study investigated 53 such indi- about 15 months post dismissal of the
reintegration.
& Thornton, D. (2014). High-risk sex
viduals released after age 60: 15 were commitment petition for at least the next
The following article, however, based
may not be high risk forever. Journal
released following dismissal of the civil 16 months. (The chart ends at this point.)
on research into the live of those reof Interpersonal Violence, 29, 2792commitment petition, and 38 were dis- This is therefore probably one of the two leased from prison bearing a history of at
2813.
"sexually violent" offenses (the other de- least one sex crime, examines their
l-lanenn P k' Thornton, D., )-Ie!m,in L.-- charged following civil commitment.
(2015). What The sexual recidivism across both groups picted in Figure 1, as just discussed su- circumstances, finding that even without
K., & Babchishin, K.M.
sexual recidivism rates are associated was 7.5% over an average follow-up of pra.) This means that the respective any standard form of recognized commuwith Static-9913 and Static-2002R about 9 years. The rate of sexually percentages for these two categories nity reintegration, these observed individviolent offenses was 3.8%. Results (dismissed versus discharged) need to be
uals managed to achieve what to them
scores? Sexual Abuse: A Jour, of
online: suggest that age-related protective ef- recalculated. While the one out of 15 case
Research and Treatment,
were acceptable lives and, of most confects apply to cider SVPs....
dismissal offenders yields a 6.66% inci- cern to the researchers, to demonstrate
March 25, 2015.
dence, the one out of 38 discharged of- their lasting desistance from crime.
Montaldi, D. (2015). A study of the effica- Text excerpts:
16: "Four of the 53 participants fenders yields a 2.63% incidence. This
cy of the sexually violent predator act r.
Hence, these research results confirm
(7.5%) sexually reoffended over about 9 yields 3,77% as to both categories in the
in Florida, William Mitchell Law Rewhat one of those earlier articles deAccessed Feb 26, 2016 years of follow-up. Notably, only two of sample combined, consistent with the
view, 41,
clared was the common (not exceptional)
the four committed a statutorily defined 3.8% stated in the article. However, the
from:
achievement of criminal desistance in
sexually
violent
offense.
Thus,
the
sexudifference is that this figure is the true many ways, not just through some spehttp://open.mitchellhamline.edu/wmlr/v
al recidivism rate relevant to the statutory overall figure for the two convictions
041/553/4
cific imposed formula. This news of
Zgoba, K.M. at al. (2015). The Adam focus concerning sexually violent offens- (which can be assumed to be serious successful exercise of self-determination
sexual offenses with convictions, given is good news indeed, and supports
Walsh Act: An examination of sex es was actually 3.8%...
offender risk classification systems p. 13; ...[T]he observed sexual recidivism their outcome). This refutes the 7.5%
arguments for greater freedom to pursue
rate corresponding to statutory criteria figure stated in the article.]
Sexual Abuse' A Jour, of Research
such ends.
first published on Feb relating specifically to sexually violent References:
and Treatment,
offenses was 3.8%. The sexual recidi- DeC/va, G., & Rice, A. (2016). Florida's
5, 2015.
vism rate found in this study is similar to
released sexually violent predators" Patrick Lussier & Evan McCuish,
** **
prior studies of individuals released
are not "high risk." Open Access Jour, Desistance from Crime without Reinteduring SVP civil commitment screening
gration: A Longitudinal Study of the
of Forensic Psychology, 8, 22-51.
Committed SVPs processes (DeClue & Rice, 2016; Milloy, Finkelhor, 0., & Jones, L. (2012). Have Social Context and Life Course Path to
Over Age 60 Are Low 2007)....[R]ates of sexual offending sexual abuse and physical abuse declined Desistance in a Sample of Adults Conhave been declining over the past sever- since the 1990s? (Research Report victed of a Sex Crime," 60(15) InternaRisk Anywhere.
al decades (Finkeihor & Jones, 2012).... CV267).
http;llwww.unh.edulccrc/pdf/ tional Journal of Offender Therapy and
Notably, all of the sexual recidivism that CV267.
Comparative Criminology 1791-1812
occurred in the current study happened Hanson, R.K. et al. (2014). High-risk sex (2016)
Editors Note: The Florida study just within 18 months of release. This is offenders may not be high risk forever. Abstract excerpt
discussed above was based on hundreds consistent with previous findings that risk Jour. of Interpersonal Violence, 29(15),
.Using prospective longitudinal
of individuals. In contrast, the following for sexual recidivism in highest in the first 2792-2813.
(Continued an page 5)
(Continued from page 3)

excerpt discusses a study of only 53
excerpt
individuals released from S000 in Wisconsin or whose commitment cases were
dismissed. The small size of the study
prevents drawing conclusions with certainty for larger samples. Further, it is
unclear how the samples in this small
study were selected (i.e., why other
individuals in these two categories were
not included). Finally, involvement in the
study of David Thornton, a known ardent
champion of S000, makes the question
of possible bias not unreasonable to ask,
but impossible to answer.
Nonetheless, the findings seem to
confirm the results found in Florida. At
the very least, this Wisconsin study
stands for the proposition that there is no
significant elevation of probability of reoffense among those nominated for
SOCC commitment or those who, after
commitment, are released. Hence, this
grudging conclusion is important.
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take advantage of prosocial experience
and conventional social roles (e.g., work,
data, the current study examined de- marriage) fail to take advantage of them,
sistance from general offending in a and (c) subjective, cognitive changes that
sample of 500 adult males convicted of at occur during the desistance phase.
least one sex offense. Cox proportional According to Giordano et al. (2002),
hazards models showed that, although desistance is a transformation process
desistance is associated with the pres- whereby cognitive shifts play an integral
ence of prosocial social influences, these part. The first cognitive shift involves
differences disappeared after controlling changes in the individual's basic openfor prior involvement in crime and delin- ness and readiness to change. Although
quency. Employment and marital status, this openness to change is necessary, it
commonly described as key turninq is often not sufficient for desistance to
points, were not found to be siqnificant occur. Second, exposure to what the
factors associated with desistance. Of authors refer to as 'hooks for
importance, aqinq and the absence of change' (i.e., prosocial experiences) as
recent substance abuse issues were key well as a positive attitude toward them
factors associated with desistance. are key to promoting transformation.
Although these findings warrant further These hooks for change, similar to the
investigation, the study suggests that, for concept of turning points (Sampson &
some men, desistance may occur in spite Laub, 2003), provide opportunities and
of the absence of community reintegra- reinforcements for a self-identity change.
tion.
The third cognitive shift characterizing
Text excerots:
the process of desistance is the individup. 1792... fDjesistance from crime among al's ability to identify change and redefine
individuals having committed a sex of- their self (e.g., Maruna, 2001). Fourth,
fense has not been the subject of much the authors recognize the role and imresearch (Farmer, Beech, & Ward, 2012; portance of a shift as to how individuals
Hams, 2014; Kruttschnitt, Uggen, & view their crime and delinquency as well
Shelton, 2000; Lussier & Cale, 2013; as the associated lifestyle. The focus of
Lussier & Gress, 2014) perhaps given the this perspective is on individualassumptions of dangerousness, psycho- environment interactions, in particular,
pathology, and sexual crime specializa- the ability to change including openness
tion characterizing this group (e.g., Lus- for change as well as the environment
sier, 2005; Simon, 2000). Indeed much providing prochange conditions. Laub
I of the, early literature on sex offending and Sampson (2000) have been particuI asserted the position that these individu- larly critical of the importance of such
als would remain at a continued risk, to cognitive transformation and identity
I sexually offend throughout the entire life shifts, as they argue that desistance
course (e.g., Abel, Osborn, & Twigg, occurs even in the absence of a con1993; Groth, 1977) and thus desistance scious decision to lead a more prosocial
was not an aspect of the offending pat- lifestyle.
tern of sexual offenders. Emerging em- p. 1794: The adult roles involve strucpirical research suggests, however, that tured and prosocial expectations that
these assumptions were based on mis- employment, intimate relationships,
conceptions and unsubstantiated claims family, and community roles may bring.
(e.g., Blokland & Lussier, 2015). Of Once these new adult roles are estabimportance, longitudinal research has lished, they become valued, and are,
shown that, in line with criminological therefore, protected and guarded (Mulvey
research on general offending (e.g., et al., 2004). Longitudinal research
Farrington, 1986; Hirschi &Gottfredson, examining the role of work and marriage
1984) with age and aging, the criminal on offending trajectories and desistance
activity pattern of these individuals is from crime lead researchers to the conconsistent with a process of desistance clusion that, while social life circumstanc(e.g., Lussier & Healey, 2009; Lussier, es do impact offending patterns, the
Tzoumakis, Cale, &Amirault, 2010).
importance of these factors might have
p. 1793: Giordano, Cemkovich, and been overstated as much of the age
Rudolph (2008) examined desistance effect on crime remains unexplained
and persistence patterns among a sam- (Farrell & Calverley, 2005; Ouimet &
ple of male and female adolescents LeBlanc, 1996; see also Blokland &
involved in serious delinquency. Contra- Nieuwbeerta, 2005; Uggen, 2000). Furry to the social control perspective model thermore, age-graded Social control
of desistance (e.g., Laub & Sampson, explanations of desistance may have a
2009), neither marital attachment nor job stronger effect for young persons who
stability influenced desistance from of- are in life stages that are, defined by their
fending. Using a symbolic interactionist dependency. Adulthood, however, charperspective, their model accounted for (a) acterizes a period of an ever increasing
the initial attempts to desist from crime. number of experiences, social influences,
before the person had much chance to and contexts representing options that
accumulate the necessary human and were not available at earlier life stages,
social capital, (b) the observation that as well as more leverage to choose and
individuals exposed to opportunities to influence their course of action. In that

regard, Giordano,
Cernkovich,
and
Holland
(2003)
suggested
that
'even
individuals
whose lives can be
considered quite
limited and marginal, as adults are
exposed to an ever
increasing number
of
experiences,
others, and contexts' (p. 296). This somewhat larger
social environment presents potential
influences and options that were not available earlier on.2 Although life transitions
such as marriage, employment, pregnancy, and parenthood Should be considered
primary desistance experiences, Giordano
et al. (2003)also stressed secondary
processes such as a reduced susceptibility
to peer pressure and movement toward
more prosocial peers even in the absence
of a partner/spouse.
p. 1795: The Current Study
Contemporary theories suggest that a
combination of environmental (i.e., external) and individual (i.e., internal) factors,
and their interactions, are pivotal features
of the desistance process (e.g., Cusson &
Pinsonneault, 1986; Kazemian, 2015;
Lussier, 2016; Sampson & Laub, 2005).
These theories, however, remain relatively
silent about these features in the context
of criminal justice policies aimed at preventing sexual violence and abuse. Such
policies are associated with negative
consequences on community reentry and
opportunities for reintegration, such as
housing and employment (e.g., Lussier &
Gress, 2014; Lussier, Gress, DeslauriersVarin, & Amirault, 2014). Kruttschnitt et al.
(2000) reported that among a sample of
sex offenders on probation, those with
stable job histories and involvement in a
sex offender treatment program were
more likely to desist from crime. The
researchers interpreted their findings as
evidence of a social control effect, but the
study did not include a measure of the
nature of the social environment of these
individuals. Farmer et al's (2012) study of
convicted sexual abusers highlighted that
potential desisters specified personal
agency and belonging to a group while in
the community as important for desistance. As Harris (20145) suggested,
however, it is not uncommon for these
individuals to struggle to build a positive
social environment and find a decent job
with the stigma associated with being a
convicted sex offender.
p. 1796: Methodology
Sample
This study is based on a random sample
of 500 individuals convicted of a sex crime
and under some form of community supervision (e.g., parole, probation, peace
bonds3, and suspended sentence) between 2003 and 2012. ...In total, 21.5% of
the sample never reached senior high
5

school. The overwhelming majority were
not in a stable intimate relationship at the
time of sentencing. In all, 55% were
single; 20% were separated, divorced, or
I widowed; and 25% were either married
or in a common law relationship.
P. 1797: ' Community Risk/Needs As-:'
sessment (CRNA)
The CRNA is an assessment tool designed for the measurement of static and
dynamic risk factors contributing to
general, recidivism. The CRNA was
completed by a case manager (i.e.,
parole/probation officer) using material
collected following an in-depth interview,
contacts with collaterals, and review of
correctional file data. The CRNA is
generally completed within the first two
months of the individual's reporting date.
'Based on the assessment competed at
the beginning of the follow-up period,
scores from the CRNA indicate that
19.8% (n =99) were defined as low risk,
41,2% were moderate risk (n = 206), and
39% were characterized as high risk (n =
195) of reoffending for any crime.
p. 1798: ...Note that the proportion of
individuals having sexually reoffended is
somewhat higher than typically observed
in other studies (e.g., Hanson, Morton & I
Harris, 2003) and can be explained, at
least in part, by sample differences and
the sampling strategy used for this study
which includes, as Shown by the CRNA
scores, an over-representation of high
risk cases.
p. 1803: The research findings 'of the
current study highlight that, for this
group, desistance from crime may occur
in the absence of what Laub and
Sampson (2009) considered life transitions and turning points. In fact, for this
sample, desistance from crime was not
statistically related to marriage nor employment. In other words, desistance
may have occurred in the absence of a
prosocial partner and in the absence of
finding and maintaining a full-time job.
Blokland and van der Geest (2015)
reported similar findings in their investigation of recidivism outcomes among
sexual offenders. Their findings showed
that once stable individual differences
were accounted for, neither marriage nor
employment was associated with violent
recidivism and sexual recidivism.
pp. 1803-04. ... [D]esistance from crime,
at least for this group, is not limited to
individuals who spend their time interacting with 'noncriminals' and more conventional individuals.
Taken together, the study findings
suggest that desistance, at least for
some of these individuals, may have
occurred in the absence of community
reintegration. For some of these individuals, community reintegration may not
be seen or perceived as an option given
that they never felt integrated in the first
place and their experience as a
'convicted sex offender may further
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued from page 5)

entrench this idea. Cast as deviants,
these individuals may find their solace in
the company of individuals currently
experiencing or who have experienced
similar issues in the past. Beyond work
and family roles, stressed by Laub and
Sampson (2009) as life transition factors,
civic reintegration has been posited as
another key transition favoring desistance from crime (Uggen, Manza, &
Behrens, 2004). Some of these men
may have experienced difficulties finding
a decent residence in a noncriminogenic
neighborhood, and as a result, may not
have had the opportunity to develop ties
with prosocial neighbors and actively
contribute to the social life, the cohesiveness, and collective efficacy of the neighborhood. In fact, developing ties with
neighbors and in particular neighbors
with children may raise suspicions from
parole/probation officers and law enforcement. The study findings suggest
that, after an extensive history of run-ins
with the criminal justice system, including
being prosecuted and serving time for a
sex offense and being labeled as a sex
offender,' with age and the accumulation
of sanctions, these individuals may experience a burnout (e.g., Hoffman & Beck,
1984) and a desire to go straight (e.g,
Cusson & Pinsonneault, 1986) in spite of
their limited prospects.
p. 1805: Conclusion
This study found that desistance
may occur in the absence of the typical
turning points generally associated with
desistance from crime and delinquency.
Access to social roles such as work and
marriage, as well as prosocial peers
appears to be of limited value for individuals who are in their 40s, single, have a
history of employment difficulties, and
have an extensive criminal record that
includes a conviction for a sex offense.
Contrary to previous hypotheses (e.g.,
Laub & Sampson, 2009; Wan, 1998), the
social environment in the form of marital
status, friends and acquaintances, a
well as employment did not account for
the decreasing risk of reoffending with
time and aging found in the current
study. In fact, the findings showed that
older individuals, irrespective of their
personal issues (i.e., substance abuse),
their criminal history, and their social
environment, were significantly more
likely to maintain a conviction-free state
during the follow-up period. The current
study, therefore, raised the possibility
that there are different paths to desistance from general offending for those
involved in sexual offenses and current
criminological theories of desistance may
account for some but not all evidence of
desistance. Through the examination of
individual trajectories, a stronger case for
this hypothesis includes the inspection of
within-individual changes throughout the

follow-up period to determine whether
change in employment, intimate relationships, and peer group influence desistance from crime for this population.
Fixed states (i.e., looking at individuals at
one time-point) do not capture the full
extent of the dynamic changes that can
occur during someone's life course.
Notes:
2 Adults, compared with children, have
greater behavioral freedom; that is
ability to influence the specific course
of action they will take. Actors of all
ages undoubtedly possess the capacity to make agentic moves, but certain
phases of life will tend to facilitate or
inhibit this basic capacity to take efficacious individual action. Thus, attention to reflective, intentional processes
(changing cognitions) seems well
suited to a focus on behavioral changes that occur during the adult years
(i.e.; desistance).
3 Peace bonds ared by the courts
as preventive m'baures for individuals
considered to be at-risk of committing,
among other things, a sexual offense
(e.g. see Lussier & Gress, 2014).
Individuals being imposed a peace
bond are usually imposed a series of
conditions that are reminiscent of
probation (e.g., curfew, staying away
from schools, avoiding certain persons).
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havior (Buss, 1978). These attributions world of offender treatment, where excus- p. 159; Examining the term 'cognitive
have numerous dimensions on which they es and justifications are often assigned distortions
can be differentiated (internal/external; the specialist label of cognitive distortion. The term 'cognitive distortion' seems to
intentional/unintentional; specific/global; In his classic article on deviance disa- have been adopted from the cognitive
stable/unstable:
vowal, McCaghy (1968) wrote 'Of primary therapy literature on depression. In this
controllability/
importance to therapists is that offenders field, the term was originally used to
uncontrollability).
assume full responsibility for their behav- describe 'Idiosyncratic thought content
Weiner and colior without relying on alcohol or other indicative of distorted or unrealistic con
Editors Note: The authors of this reex- leagues (1987)
factors as rationalizations' (p. 47). This ceptualizations' (Beck, 1963,.p. 324).
amination of the role of cognitive distor- define excuses as
concern with 'taking responsibility' and pp. 160-61. ... [T)he argument that axtions" in excuse making contend that the those
not making excuses still characterizes cuses precede and lead to offending (as
explanaoriginal conception of this role is incor- tions that involve
therapeutic efforts with convicted offend- opposed to just following it) has almost
rect. They offer a new suggested way to dimensions
of
ers of all types (but particularly sexual no empirical support (Hanson & Mortonconceptualize that role and to apply it in externality (cause
and violent offenders). It is consistently Bourgon, 2005; Pollock & Hashmall,
treatment of those with past sex offens- outside the person), uncontrollability recommended in the treatment literature 1991; Quinsey, 1986), and it is difficult to
es. At the very least, this article prompts (cause beyond the person's control) and that a primary purpose of a sex offender imagine a research design that could
new thought on a clichéd notion.
unintentionality (the person did not mean group is 'to identify and confront cognitive conclusively demonstrate this link.3
to enact the behavior). In other words, distortions, rationalizations and excuses Certainly, some of the more innovative I
Shedd Maruna & Ruth E. Mann, 'A Fun- excuse making is 'the process of shifting for offending (Salter, 1988, p. 114). The attempts to establish this chronology
damental Attribution Error? Rethinking causal attributions for negative personal goal of such confrontations is to encour- retrospectively and longitudinally have
Cognitive Distortions," 11 Legal and outcomes from sources that are relatively age offenders to replace externalized been unable to identify any strong link
Criminological Psychology 155-177 more central to the person's sense of self accounts with 'internal, stable, global between the acceptance of rationaliza(2006)
to sources that are relatively less cen- attributions of cause' (Beech & Mann, tions at Time One and criminal behavior
Abstract:
measured at Time Two (see, e.g., Han.
tral' (Snyder & Higgins, 1988, p. 23).
2002, p. 265)....
'The notion of 'cognitive distortion' has p. 156' ...In other words, when we (Anna) Salter [(18S)] ... explain(s) that son & Wallace-Capretta, 2000; Henning
become enshrined in the offender treat- humans do bad things, we typically say, the goal of therapI'riist be to eliminate & Holdford, 2006; Kropp & Hart, 2000),
ment literature over the last 20 years, yet 'But it wasn't my fault!'
all external explanations and even those In recent years, there have been numerthe concept still suffers from a lack of Faced with such a robust correlation internal explanations that are unstable, ous reviews of the research on cognitive
definitional clarity. In particular, the between offending and excuse making.' it uncontrollable, and specific in nature distortion theory in the sex offender
umbrella term is often used to refer to is no surprise that social theorists have (e.g., blaming 'momentary madness): literature (Drieschner & Lange, 1999;
offense-supportive attitudes, cognitive presumed the two processes may be 'Through therapy, they .. will admit the Segal & Stermac, 1990; Ward, Hudson,
processing during an offense sequence, causally related, What is surprising, offenses and the seriousness of the Johnston, & Marshall) and on neutralizaas well as post-hoc neutralizations or however, has been the assumption re- behaviors and assume the responsibility tion theory in criminology (see especially
excuses for offending. Of these very garding causal direction. Rather than for them' (p. 110). Her advice to those Maruna & Copes, 2005, for a review of
different processes, the last one might be arguing that offending leads to excuse running sexual offender groups is to 50 years of this research). These rethe most popular and problematic. Treat- making, a variety of social scientific theo- establish peer confrontation, with exter- views all reach the same conclusion:
ment programs for offenders often aim to ries have posited that the relationship is nal, unstable attributions being a specific research on cognition and crime to date
eliminate excuse-making as a primary the other way around: excuse making focus for this type of interaction (see also has failed 'to distinguish between postaim, and decision-makers place great causes - or at least allows for - offend- Sharp, 2000).
offense cognitions and those that predisweight on the degree to which an offend- ing. This idea can be traced back at least p. 158:. The overall argument is that pose men to offend' (Ward at al. 1997, p.
er 'takes responsibiliy for his or her to psychoanalytic work on ego defense criminological psychology may be guilty 498). In the most recent systematic
offending. Yet the relationship between mechanisms (e.g., RedI & Wineman's of committing something akin to the review, Gannon and Polaschek (in press)
these after-the-fact explanations and 1951 list of guilt evasion techniques), but 'fundamental attribution error (Jones & argue that clinical practice has 'run ahead I
future crime is not at all clear. Indeed, is usually referred to among criminolo- Harris, 1967) writ large. That is, many of of scientific knowledge' (p. 1) and that I
the desicination of post-hoc excuses as gists as originating with neutralization the rationalizations and minimizations there is 'lithe or no longitudinal evidence
criminoqenic may itself be an example of theory (Cressey, 1953; Sykes & Matza, offered by offenders may be situational to support' (p. 14) the theory behind the
fallacious thinking. After all, outside of 1957). Neutralization theory suggests rather than dispositional (see Heckert & idea of cognitive distortions: 'So where
the criminal context, post-hoc excuse- that 'much delinquency is based on what Gondolt, 2000). When challenged about has support for the cognitive distortion
(Contirwed from page 6)

"Cognitive Distortions": A Fundamental Attribution Error

I

making is widely viewed as normal, is essentially an unrecognized extension having done something wrong, all of us hypothesis come from? We can only

healthy, and socially rewarded behavior.
We argue that the open exploration of
contextual risk factors leading to offending can help in the identification of criminogenic factors as well as strengthen the
therapeutic experience. Rather than
insist that offenders take 'responsibility'
for the past, we suggest that efforts
should focus on helping them take responsibility for the future, shifting the
therapeutic focus from post hoc excuses
to offense-supportive attitudes and Undedying cognitive schemas that are
empirically linked to re-offending.'
Text excerpts:
pp. 155-56: 'When people are asked
why they did a certain thing, their answer
usually involves a causal attribution: they
attribute a cause to their behavior by
describing what they believe brought
about the behavior, or they give a reason
for their behavior by describing what they
were trying to achieve through that be-

of defenses to crimes, in the form of reasonably account for our own actions conclude that the popularity of the cognijustIfications for deviance (Sykes & Mat as being influenced by multiple external tive distortion hypothesis is due to factors
za, 1957, P. 666). Sykes & Matza identify and internal faCtors. Yet, we pathologize other than its empirical validity (p. 16).
five neutralization techniques that allow prisoners and probationers for doing the
than ài.ist 111;11 oflenilcis
same thing. In everyday use, excuses
offenders to engage in wrongdoing with-/lather
akc responsibility' Jr the p.'Lci,
out suffering from pangs of guilt denial of are employed as an 'aligning action
responsibility, denial of injury, denial of indicating to the audience that the actor is nc su,q'rs( tha( eu/o,is should locus on I
the victim, condemnation of condemnors, aligned with the social order even though bc/pinj,' iheiii ia/n' iu'S/)OiiSiIii//ii lot
and the appeal to higher loyalties. They he or she has violated it' (Felson & Rib- the future.
argue that 'It is by learning these tech- ner, 1981, p. 138). Pathologizing such
niques that the juvenile become delin- aligning techniques when used by crimi- In short, the concept of cognitive distorquent.' More recently, Bandura (1990) nal justice clients places them in a no-win tion has suffered both from an absence of
developed a similar theory of moral disen- situation: If they make excuses for what empirical support and also from a lack of
gagement involving the following tech- they did, they are deemed to be criminal clarity in definition. Over time, this lack of
niques for avoiding self-sanction: dis- types who engage in criminal thinking. If, clarity has become increasingly problemplacement of responsibility, diffusion of however, they were to take full responsi- atic: Authors have broadened the conresponsibility, distorting the consequenc- bility for their offenses - claiming they cept of cognitive distortion in different
es of an action, dehumanizing the victim, committed some awful offense purely ways; for example, using the term to
and assuming the role of victim for one- 'because they wanted to' and because describe general antisocial thinking
that is the 'type of person' they are, - (Ward, 2000). In clinical practice, the
self.
p. 157: ...[N]owhere has the notion of the then they are, by definition, criminal types term cognitive distortion has become
confused with any causal explanation for
criminogenic nature of excuse making as well.
had greater influence than the applied
7

T

he cognitive distortion label is attribution theory: A conceptual cridez, et al., 2003; Marshall, Serran, et al.,
used to group together far dif tique. Jour. Of Personality and Social
2003; Serran, Fernandez, Marshall, &
Mann, 2003) indicate that a warm, genu- ièi-ent phenomena such as altitudes, Psychology, 36, 1311-1321.
ine motivational style is more effective at cognitive products and post hoc excus- Cressey, D.R. (1953). Other people's
money: A study in the social of embezpromoting change than a confrontational, es.
zlement Glencoe, IL: Free Press.
judgmental style (see also Beech &
Fordham, 1997; Birgden & Vincent, 1. Rather than repeat the mouthful of Daly, J. & Pelowski, S. (2000). Predictor
2000; Kear-Colwell & Pollock, 1997). As 'excuse and justification making' we will of dropout among men who batter: A
such, treatment programs increasingly use the terms 'excuses' and review of studies with implications for
are utilizing other techniques such as 'justifications' synonymously even though research and practice. Violence and
motivational interviewing (Mann & these terms are actually distinct. (Scott & Victims, 15, 137-160.
Rollnick, 1996) or what Jenkins (1990) Lyman, 1968). An excuse involves the Drieschner, K., & Lange, A. (1999). A
calls 'an invitation to responsibility' in admission that something was wrong, but review of cognitive factors in the etioloorder to effect a change in thinking styles the claim of irresponsibility ('It wasn't my gy of rape: Theories, empirical studies
(see especially Marshall, Thornton, fault'); whereas a justification is the ac- and implications. Clinical Psychology
Marshall, Fernandez, & Mann, 2001). ceptance of responsibility, but the claim Review, 19, 57-77.
Most notable in this regard is the 'good that the act was not wrong ('They had it Fe/son, RB., & Ribner, S.A. (1981). An
lives' model developed by Tony Ward coming'). Both neutralize blame howev- attributional approach to accounts and
and his colleagues (see, e.g., Ward & er, which is what is important for purpos- sanctions for criminal violence. Social
Psychology Quarterly, 44, 137-142.
Brown. 2004) that expands the rehabili- es of this review.
tative focus from targeting deficits to 3. The same is not true for offense- Gannon, T.A., & Polaschek, D.L.L. (in
building strengths. In this final section, supportive attitudes and beliefs, which press). Cognitive distortions in child
we setout-iome- acjditional alternatives are also included as part of the wider molesters: A reexamination of key
to working with issues( of personal re- concept of cognitive distortions (see theories and research. Clinical Psychology Review,
Beech & Mann, 2002; Ward, 2000).
sponsibility in resbfQWand practice.
Consider different ways of takinq re- 4. These meta-analyses include both Hanson, R.K., & Bussiere, MT. (1998).
studies of categorical denial (measured Predicting relapse: A meta-analysis of
sponsibilitv
A probable reaction to what we have as yes/no), and studies that utilize a sexual offender recidivism studies. Jour.
written is the question: 'How can people spectrum of responsibility mediated by of Consulting and Clinical Psychology,
change if they do not accept responsibil- the use of excuse making and minimiza- 66, 348-362.
Hanson, R.K., & Morton-Bourgon, K.E.
ity for the acts they have committed'?' tion.
(2005). The characteristics of persistent
One response is that taking responsibil- References:
ity for one's actions is about more than Bandura, A. (1990). Mechanisms of moral sexual offenders: A meta-analysis of
attributions for past behavior, Bovens disengagement. In W. Reich (ed.), Ori- recidivism studies. Jour. of Consulting
(1998) differentiates between passive gins of terrorism: Psychologies, ideolo- and Clinical Psychology, 73, 1154and active responsibility. Whereas gies, theologies, states of mind (pp. 161- 1163.
passive responsibility means holdinq 191). Cambridge: Cambridge U niv. Hanson, R.K., & Wallace-Capretta, S.
(2000). Predictive recidivism among
someone responsible for something they Press.
have done in the past, active responsibil- Beck, A.T. (1963). Thinking and depres- male batterers. Ottawa: Dept. of the
ity means the virtue of takinq responsibil- sion: 1. Idiosyncratic content and cogni- Solicitor-General.
ity for puttinq thinqs riqht for the future tive distortions. Archives of General Hacked, A., & Gondoif, E. (2000). Predictors of underreporting of male violence
(see also Braithwaite & Roche, 2001). Psychiatry, 9, 324-333.
Active responsibility is future oriented Beech, A., & Fordham, A. (1997). Thera- by batterer program participants and
cscarch on cognition and crithe and forward thinking, focusing on what peutic climate of sexual offender treat- their partners. Jour. of Family Violence,
to date has Jailed to (hSInigwsII needs to be done in order to make good ment programs. Sexual Abuse: A Jour. 15, 423-443.
bc/riven post-offence cognitions and or make amends or make it right (see Of Research and Treatment, 9, 219-238, Henning, K., & Holdford, R. (2006). MinifJo,ce that pnthspose MCI] to oflmJ' Maruna & LeBel, 2003). Research on ex Beech, A., & Mann, R. (2002). Recent mization, denial, and victim blaming by
-prisoners who have been able success- developments in the assessment and batterers: How much does the truth
pp. 166-67: It is important to note that, fully to desist from crime finds these treatment of sexual offenders. In J. matter? Criminal Justice and Behavior,
unlike with recidivism, there is a clear, active responsibility themes to be far McGuire (ed.) Offender rehabilitation and 33,110-130.
empirical link between minimization of more prevalent than. internal, stable and treatment: Effective programmes and Hunter, J.A., & Figueredo, A.J. (1999).
responsibility and treatment attrition rates intentional attributions for one's past policies to reduce re-offending (pp. 259- Factors associated with treatment compliance in a population of juvenile sexu(e.g., Daly & Pelowski, 2000; Hunter & crimes (Maruna, 2001; Stefanakis, 288). Chichester: Wiley.
Biigden, A., & Vincent, J.E. (2000). Max- al offenders. Sexual Abuse: A Jour. of
Figueredo, 1999). This finding is some- 1998).
times interpreted as a rationale for deny- Brickman and colleagues (1982) sug- imizing therapeutic effects in treating Research and Treatment, 11, 49-67,
ing treatment to offenders who will not gested a third way in regard to the vex- sexual offenders in an Australian correc- Jolliffe, 0., & Farrington, D.P. (2004).
take responsibility for their crimes. As ing internalizing-externalizing debate. In tional system. Child Abuse and Neglect, Empathy and offending: A systematic
review and meta-analysis. Aggression
getting offenders to accept responsibility what they refer to as a compensatory 18, 479-488.
better for their crimes is typically consid- model of responsibility, individuals do not Bovens, M. (1998). The quest for respon- and Violent Behavior, 9(5), 441-476.
ered a treatment goal, however, this blame themselves for their problems, but sibility. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Jones, EE., & Harris, V.A. (1967). The
attribution of attitudes. Jour. of Exper.
would be 'tantamount to requiring them hold themselves responsible for the Press.
to ...cure themselves before they can solutions to the problems....Maruna's Braithwaite, J., & Roche, D. (2001). Re- Social Psychology, 3, 1-24.
receive treatment' (Schneider & Wright, (2001) desistance research suggested sponsibility and restorative justice. In G. Kear-CoIwell, J., & P0/lock, P. (1997).
that this compensatory model character- Bazemore & M. Schiff (eds.), Restorative Motivation or confrontation: Which
2004, p. 7).
p. 167: For instance, it is already gener- izes the self-narratives of successfully community justice: Repairing harm and approach to the child sex offender?
ally accepted in the field of offender desisting ex-convicts. ... Dividing the transforming communities (pp. 203-220). Criminal Justice and Behavior, 24, 2033.
rehabilitation that confrontational meth- concept of responsibility into 'blame for Cincinnati, OH: Anderson Publishing Co.
ods are not helpful in assistina motivation the past' and 'control over the future' Brickman, P., et at (1982). Models of Kropp, P.R., & Hart, S. (2000). The
and change (Murphy & Baxter, 1997). then, might be a valuable therapeutic helping and coping. American Psycholo- spousal assault risk assessment
(SARA) guide: Reliability and validity in
The series of studies conducted by Mar- tool (see also Stefanakis, 1998; Ward & gist, 37, 368-384.
shall and associates (Marshall, Fernan- Brown, 2004).
Buss, A.R. (1978). Causes and reasons in adult male offenders. Law and Human
Matching Notes:
(Continued on page 9)

offending given by offenders, no matter
how valid the explanation might be
(Mann & Webster, 2001). Moreover, the
cognitive distortion label is used to group
together far different phenomena such as
attitudes, cognitive products and post
hoc excuses.
p. 163: Does excuse-makinq predict
recidivism?
Similar to the notion of victim empathy
before it (Jolliffe & Farrington, 2004),
theoretical assumptions about irresponsibility and excuse-making have been
strongly challenged by recent metaanalytic studies of the predictors of
reoffending. Meta-analyses by Hanson
and Bussiere (1998) and especially
Hanson and Morton-Bourgon (2005), for
instance, suggest that responsibilitytaking has no consistent relationship to
recidivism among sex offenders. These
striking results 'could provide justification
for novel approaches to treating and
managing denying offenders, provide a
rationale to support a change in standards of practice, or provide a basis for
departing from established standards for
approaches to the clinical problem of
denial' (Lund, 2000, p. 276). Instead,
critics of this research (e.g., Lund, 2000;
Schneider & Wright, 2004) point to the
difficulties in interpreting these results, in
particular because of the heterogeneity in
the way that denial is measured across
the different studies.4 Although these
concerns are valid, it is still the case that
no systematic review of the literature to
date has found conclusive evidence of a
link between responsibility taking and
future recidivism (as opposed to the
simple finding that offenders make post
hoc excuses,
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I enged about the completeness of our
Text:
p. 85: 'Purpose: sexual history."
Relapse prevention is an important goal in Going Viral:
correctional
A Virus Primer
settings.. ' Although. there is
Serran, GA., Fernandez, Y.M., Marshall,
strong 'evidence Editor's Note: As we all await vaccination
WL., & Mann, RE. (2003). Process
(Contiruedd from page 8)
for, the effective- to protect us from the original strain oif
issues in treatment: Application to sexual offender programs. Professional ness of'certain treatment programs for Covid-19, news and rumors are emerging
Behavior, 24,101-118.
Lund, C.A. (2000). Predictors of sexual Psychology: Research and Practice, 34, juvenile offenders, those for adults lack of at least four variant, strains of that
such evidence. This study evaluated the virus, at-least a couple of which are much
recidivism: Did meta-analysis clarify the 358-374.
role and relevance of denial? Sexual Sharp, B.D. (2000). Changing criminal effectiveness of a risk-need-responsivity more infectious Questions also persist
Abuse: A Jour. of Research and Treat- thinking: A treatment program. Lantham, (RNR)-based intervention.
as to whether any of these may prove
Methods: A quasi-experimental, obser- more deadly and/or may not be blocked
MD: American Correctional Assn.
ment, 12, 275-287.
Mann, RE., & Webster, S.(2001). Expla- Snyder, C.R., & Higgins, R.L. (1988). vational study design and cox regression by the vaccines currently developed and
nations or excuses? Unpub. Paper, Excuses: Their effective role in the analysis were used to compare treated being distributed.
avail. From HM Prison Service, Abell negotiation of reality. Psychological violent and sexual offenders (n = 171) This is no time to panic. It is, however,
with untreated offenders,
House, John Islip Street, London, Eng- Bulletin, 104, 23-35.
a lime that demands that everyone take
Stefanakis, H. (1998). Desistance for Results: Both groups were observed for maximum precautions and safety'
land.
Marshal!, WL, Fernandez,, Y.M. et al. violence: Men's stories of identify trans- an average of 7.9 years. ....JNlone of the measures. Because the last year has
(2003). Process variables in the treat- formation. Unpub. Doctoral, dissertation. qroup.differences was statistically 'siqnifi- shown how ignorant most are about
cant.
"
ment of sexual offenders: A review of The Univ. of Guelph.
viruses and viral illnesses, this also
the relevant literature. Aggression and Sykes, G.M., & Matza, D. (1957). Tech- ConcIusion ...9 1,rçsults show that seems a great time to do a quick study
Violent Behavior: A Review Jour., 8, niques of neutralization: A theory of control and RNR-bàd treatment proups on some virus basics Evidently the
delinquency. American Sociological had comparable recidivism rates.
205-234.
editors of the Readers Digest agreed on
p. 91: Recidivism: The rate of recidivism this. Herewith, the core of that article:
Marshall, WE.,, Serran, G.A. at at.
with a severe violent and/or sexual of(2003).Therapist characteristics in the Poet-release Treatment Control
Group
fense was 14.1% (n = 58) in the overall Adapted/paraphrased from Charlotte
treatment of sexual offenders: Tentative chartens- Group
in= 1711 (n=241)
sample. During the follow-up period, Hilton Anderson, '50 Virus Facts You
data on their relationship with indices of tics
55
treated (N = 20) and control (n = 38) Need to Know,' Reader's Digest, Nov.
behavior change. Jour. of Sexual Ag- Post-releas' '64
(min 0,
(min 0:
follow-up
offenders recidivated with a severe vio- 2020, p. 74, [with editors commentary
gression, 9, 25-30.
wax. i5.4) max.
lent and/or sexual offense at similar rates interspersed]
Marshall, WE.., Thornton, D., Marshall, period (in
as shown by a (-test (Table 2).
L.E., Fernandez, Y.M., & Mann, R. iie.ams (mean)
There are many more viruses than you
1.
Table 2 [excerpt]' [Note. *unfair difference think. 'Viruses are the most plentiful
(2001). Treatment of sexual offenders
in follow-up period.] Post-release follow- microbes on the planet - about 320,000
who are in categorical denial: A pilot Review, 22, 664-673.
program. Sexual Abuse: A Jour. of Ward, T.(2000). Sexual offenders' cogni- up, treatment, and recidivism characteris- types. However, only 219 are known to
tive distortions as implicit theories. tics of subiects.
Research and Treatment, 13, 205-215
infect humans.
Maruna, S., & Copes, H.'(2005). What Aggression and Violent Behavior, 5, 491 p. 93: Discussion' ...Th[e] difference 2.
They are even in the rain, Viruses get
between groups [in recidivism], was not swept up into the atmosphere in small
have we learned in five decades of -507.
neutralization research? Crime and Ward, 7'., & Brown, M. (2004). The good statistically significant using either a West soil particles and sea spray, eventually
Justice: A Review of Research, 32, 221- lives model and conceptual issues in or Cox regression models accounting for returning to earth via snow, ran, and
offender rehabilitation. Psychology, varying lengths of follow-up durations and sandstorms.
320.
controlling for potential confounding
Maruna, S., (2001). Making good: How ex Crime and Law, 10, 243-257.
Figuring out how contagious they are
3.
-convicts reform and rebuild their lives. Ward, 7'., Hudson, SM., Johnston, L., & variables such as age, previous criminal is both an art and a science. A common
I
Washington DC: American Psychologi- Marshal!, W.L. (1997). Cognitive distor- record, and risk level."
statistic used to gauge infectivity is RU
tions in sex offenders: An integrative
cal Association Books..
("R naught') - tine number of people on
review. Clinical Psychology Review, 17,
Maruna, S., & LeBel, T. (2003). Welcome
average that one infected person can
home? Examining the reentry court 479-507
What Made My
infect. The ideal RU is less than 1, usual- I
concept from a strengths-based per- Weiner, B. at al. (1987). An attributional
ly signifying that a given virus is dying out
spective. Western Criminology Review, analysis Of'excuses giving: Studies of a Treatment Success- in a population.
naïve theory of emotion. Jour. of Per4(2), 91-107.
You can get some viruses more than I
4.
ful, Says a NonMcCaghy, C.H.(1968)Drinking and devi- sonality and Social Psycho!., 52, 316once. Immunity can wear oft in certain
ance disavowal: The case of child mo- 324.
Reintegrated-but- cases over time, explaining why booster
********
lesters. Social Problems, 16, 43-49.
are sometimes needed to keep
Flourishing Long- shots
Pollock, N.L., & Hashmall, J.M. (1991).
certain viruses at bay.
The excuses of child molesters. BehavRNR Treatment
5.Viruses and bacteria may be hard to:
Time Desister.
ioral Sciences and the Law, 9, 53-59.
tell apart solely from symptoms.
Found
Ineffective
Quinsey, V.L (1986). Men who have sex
[From An Anonymous Outside Contribu- 6. You can be contagious without ever
with children. In D.N. Weisstub (ad.)
showing symptoms. Some viruses
Compared to
tor:]
Law and mental health: International
[A pen pa in Texas wrote to ask what it (including Covid-19) can be spread by
Non-Treated
perspectives (Vol. 2, pp. 140-172). New
was about my therapist that made [sex asymptomatic people and presymptomatYork: Pergamon.
offender treatment) work for me, when ic people. Some people can even be
Sexual
Offenders.
Red!, E. & Wineman, D. (1951). Children
others have had less successful results. 'superspreaders,' infecting dozens of
who hate: The disorganization and
One major difference is the understand- others without even realizing it. This is
'Effectiveness
Katherina
Seewatd
at
al.,
breakdown of behavior controls. Glening that attraction to children is 'an orien- probably the most profound argument for
of a Risk-N eed-Responsivity-Based
coe, IL: Free Press.
tation. This was acknowledged and no taking al recommended precautions
Salter, A.C. (1988). Treating child sex Treatment Program for Violent and Sexueffort was made to change it Another big including a good mask worn constantly in
offenders and their victims: A practical al Offenders: Results of a Retrospective, difference from most sex offender therapy
guide. Newbury, Park, CA: Sage Publi- Quasi-Experimental Study,' 23 Legal and programs was that we were never chatCriminological Psychology, 85-99 (2020).
cscarch on epri:coneir who cation.
hare bcen abic sueccssfiu/ly to Schneider, S.L., & Wright, R.C. (2004).
desist from Lithie finds these acth'c Understanding denial in sex offenders:
i-csponsilii/ity themes to be tar more A review of cognitive and motivational
pivralenl thazi inicinal, slab/c and processes to avoid responsibility. Viointentional alU7bUL,OJJS for one's past lence and Abuse, 5, 3-20.
cthnes.
Segal, Z.V., & Stermac, LE.(1990).
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the presence of others, and maintaining level. Why take chances? Vitamin D is handles, and sheets, pillowcases, and 45. Soap and water really are the best
blankets. Solution: clean these frequent- defense against viruses. Soap, as in
at least 6-foot distance from all persons widely available at low cost.
hand-washing, is strong enough to literalother than lovers and household mem- 17. Yes, you absolutely should wear a ly.
good mask. It stops all incoming and In places where others often gather, you ly destroy virus particles. Wash for a
bers.
should wash your hands after touching minimum of 20 seconds and dry on a
7.You can be sued for knowingly spread- outgoing viruses (not just Covid-19).
ing some viruses. This has been done 18.'Covid toes" are for real. Covid is any of these: faucets, door and other clean towel. In public environments, dry
i with HIV and herpes infections. Future known mainly for its respiratory impact, handles, ATM and other keypads, gym on paper towels. Avoid air dryers, which
cases may arise as to Covid-19 infection. but it causes redness, swelling, even weights, dispenser handles, utensils at blow virus particles and other contaminants all around the place, raising the
8. If you're overweight, you need to be itching elsewhere, including toes, where it self-service food bars.
37, Ebola and Zika viruses likelihood of breathing a virus in.
extra cautious. Obese people have been resembles chilblains.
can be transmitted sexual- 46.Disinfect your abode often, but avoid
shown to be contagious with the flu virus 19.Loss of taste and/or
ly. Yet another reason to antibacterial wipes/cleaners. These are
42 percent longer than others. There is smell is an early warning
always use condoms.
ineffective against viruses. These prodno reason to believe that this isn't also sign that you may have
38.Weird but True Dept.: ucts also raise antibacterial resistance in
For some
true as to Covid-19. Extra weight may Covid-19.
The Zika virus might kill bacteria that survive such wipings. Inimpact your immune system, and it may reason, this symptom is
the most lethal form of stead, use hydrogen peroxide-based
more noticed by young
make vaccines less effective too.
brain cancer, glioblasto- cleaners whenever possible. These are
9.The flu can trigger heart attacks. This people. This may be a
"p
ma. It's too early to tell for effective against the coronavirus and all
is part of widespread inflammation that manifestation of the oversure or if this can ever be other viruses.
the virus can cause inside one's body. all inflammatory response
put to reliable, sale use 47.Exercise can help you ward off the
This can create blood clots that can lodge the body mounts when
flu. Regular light or moderate exercise,
even if true.
in an artery feeding heart muscle - caus- infected by Covid-19.
39. Rabies is the most including even just taking a brisk walk,
Other senses may be
ing a heart attack.
lethal virus. Nearly 100 can improve your immune response.
-10.Cold air can make it easier to get affecteo too.
percent of those who get Just don't overdo it.
sick. If you are in the cold often or for 20. Covid-19 can hurt
infected with the rabies 48.Get a flu shot every year. Flu shots
long periods, your body adapts by allow- your brain. It turns out
virus will die from it without gave gotten bad reviews. However,
ing your nasal mucous membranes to dry that about half of hospitalup. A dried membrane doesn't protect ized Covid-19 patients experience neuro- prompt post-infection vaccination. The recent improvements will soon start
against virus invasion, and a virus can logical symptoms, such as headaches, vaccine, taken ahead of any exposure to radically improving their effectiveness
concentrating, rabies, is 100 percent effective at pre- and lessening any side effects. New
difficulty
dizziness,
get in.
shots will be quadrivalent (effective
11.Nail-biting is a no-no. Fingernails are strokes, and seizures. Inflammation, lack venting the disease.
a haven for viruses. Putting fingers to of oxygen, autoimmune reaction, or clot- 40.If you can't touch your chin to your against four flu strains in one shot).
your mouth is a free E-ticket for a virus to ting disorder - all possibly triggered by chest, call your doctor. This sign of swell- 49.Drink green tea. It has been found
enter easily and create havoc. Use a the virus - are suspects in the chain of ing is a sign of exposure to many viruses, that green tea may be an immune boostincluding meningitis, enteroviruses, and er.
fingernail clipper instead (but clip conser- causation of these symptoms.
21.Herpes simplex virus (HSV-1) might those causing herpes, flu, and measles. 50.Don't count on herd immunity to save
vatively).
12.Staying up late can slow your recov- cause Alzheimer's disease. Research in If symptoms progress to include a severe ygj, It takes more than 90 percent of a
ery. A good night's sleep can boost the recent times seems to show a link here. headache, light sensitivity, lethargy, and population either having had an infection
immune system's "T-cells." When sick, The main symptom of HSV-1, of course, a neck so stiff you can't easily bend it and recovered or having had a vaccine
against it, before herd immunity develgive yourself plenty of rest to allow the is the common cold sore. Not everyone forward at all, call the doc right away.
forces of recovery to maximize their gets them, but if you are a frequent 41, You can get rid of one virus easily ops. At the very soonest, herd immunity
sufferer of these, you should consider with duct tape. This is the human papillo- against Covid-19 will only develop after
efforts.
13, Cold shower aren't a fever cure. In taking antiviral medication to treat them. ma virus (warts). Covering them with the vast majority of the American popufact, this practice may shock your body, People who have done so in middle-age duct tape may be as effective at getting lace has had the vaccine (two doses as
causing a fever to spike. Shower with or later have been shown to cut their risk rid of warts as is cryotherapy or various required for the first and most available
vaccines). Herd immunity can never be
comfortably very warm water. Dry thor- of Alzheimer's disease and general de- commercial preparations.
42.Avoid the sun if you are prone to cold achieved against ordinary flu strains
oughly and dress right away. Do not be mentia by 90%.
fooled by the residual warm feeling after 22.Celiac disease might be caused by a sores. Once you've had a herpes infec- because each year brings different
a shower into running around with less virus. Specifically a common one called tion, the virus lies dormant in nerve cells strains. Between incomplete vaccination
than full clothing. You probably won't feel a reovirus. The journal Science has in your skin. It may reemerge as another campaigns and the minority who actually
cold sore in the same place. Reoccur- catch that strain that year, the total imany drafts at that time, but they will be published research on this link.
reducing your immunity system's effec- 23. Shingles could raise your risk for rence is often triggered by sun exposure. mune percentage will never achieve even
stroke and heart attack. Even just one 43.There is no cure for the flu or other just 50 percent. And because the followtiveness nonetheless.
14. Secondhand smoke increases your shingles outbreak is associated with viruses. Sad, but true. The best treat- ing year brings a different strain almost
risk of getting sick. This is a no-brainer, elevated risk for these crippling and ment is prevention. However, antiviral every time, last year's immunity is erased
but its impact is often underestimated. potentially fatal events. Shingles is medications such as Tamiflu (oseltamivir) away by your body's immune
Avoid smoky environments when a virus caused by the same virus (varicella- can help you feel better faster and lessen 'mobilization' against the new strain,
whether through infection or a new vaczoster) responsible for childhood chicken the severity of your symptoms.
is in the area.
15.Covid-19 isn't a super-deadly plague. pox. Some medicos believe that even 44. Don't ask for antibiotics for a viral cination.
A "pandemic" refers to mass infection, not though kids get over the chicken pox, the infection; they don't work at all against I hope that some of these facts help you
necessarily mass death. Most who con- virus lives on in our bodies all of our lives. viruses. Although physicians can some- in your efforts to avoid viral infections this
tract Covid-19 will recover, but this is no Now, however, there is an anti-shingles times feel pressured to write such pre- year and in coming years, and that other
reason to take chances. Someone else vaccine. Even if you never had chicken scriptions for a viral infection, up to about facts presented here are at least of genyou unwittingly infect along the way might pox, it seems a good bet to get vaccinat- one-third of all antibiotic prescriptions are eral interest, in light of the pandemic still
die from it. If you have chest pain, short- ed for shingles. If you did have chicken ineffective and unnecessary. Worse, rampant as we wait for vaccination.
********
ness of breath, or severe dehydration, get pox, you are well advised to beat feet to such incorrect use of antibiotics can give
bacteria strains immunity to them. This is
the clinic for this shot.
medical help ASAP,
16.Vitamin D might help. It is known that 24-36. Viruses can linger in many places, a very dangerous trend that could force
low Vitamin D levels are associated with remaining infectious for quite some time. humanity to once again face massive
more severe symptoms. There are no Here are common home surfaces that are bacterial epidemics as in ancient times,
known side-effects to daily Vitamin C likely culprits: phones, railings, remotes, with no effective antibiotics, Do not consupplements at the 1,000 to 2,000 IU keyboards, faucets, door and cabinet tribute to this dangerous trend.
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